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THE INHERENT VALUE MATRIX 
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The Idea String.  James spent time contemplating his work to 

determine if there were any ways, processes or techniques to increase the 

production volume without sacrificing quality.  As a versatile artist, his 

examination naturally centered itself on shapes and options within and without 

those shapes. 

One of the most popular examples of negative space is the outline of 

faces we might see when looking at a vase.  It is classic example of how we 

can see shapes within or without another shape.  Visually, it looks like this. 

 

 
Fig. 1 

 

The Actionable Idea.  Eventually, James focused on vases.  He asked 

himself some “what if” questions.  “What if I cut the vase in half?  What if I 

decorate the inside instead of the outside?  What if I turn it from a vase into a 

bowl?  What if I hang the bowl on the wall?  These questions led me down a 

creative path to new designs.” 

By doing so, James created two applications of the vase: one as a bowl, 

the other as wall mounted art.  When I saw the work, I had to have it.  James 

created these half vases such that they could be applied both ways by the 

owner.  He attached a simple element allowing the owner the option to hang 

the vase shaped bowl on the wall. 

James exploited the concave attribute of the bowl-shape, creating a 3-

dimensional experience that is thoroughly unique.  And, by implication, he 

doubled his productivity, invoking two bowls for every vase.  Below is the 

piece. 

Here are photos of the result.  Every time I look at it, I am reminded of 

the power of Negative Space Thinking. 
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Fig. 2 The Half-Vase Bowl 

 
Fig. 3 The Bowl as Wall Art 

 

The Application.  The Negative Space Thinking IVL lends itself well 

to anything involving physical shapes and space.  The leap to applying it with 

language is not as difficult as some may think.  In language, we can look for 

other words embedded within other words, or even words surrounding other 

words within the same word. 

NST reveals double entendres, hidden meanings, puns, irony, paradox, 

humour and various alternatives to any given POV.  If you are an artist, writer, 

actor, director, strategist, --- even a scientist --- you can learn to discover the 

ideas hiding within the obvious.  Sometimes, all it takes is breaking something 

apart to find a new perspective.  Or, just standing on your head. 
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 Step 3.  The Actionable Idea.  I eventually made the connection 

between hearts and cards, which suggested a deck of cards, 

specifically the suit of hearts.  I knew that the cards could be used 

creatively as part of the event, but I still didn’t have a theme.  So, I 

played with language and phrases that included the word ‘pink’, 

which either already existed within a common phrase (a 

colloquialism) or could be used as an alternate for a keyword in a 

sentence or phrase associated with love and romance as well as 

phrases or terms associated with playing cards.  

 Tickled pink (on Valentines)  

 I pink I’m in love 

 Pink of me on Valentine’s 

 The Pink of Hearts 
 

I sent those themes to the art director and here was the result. 

 

 
Fig. 4 
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They took it one step further. 
 

 
Fig. 5 

 

Summary.  The generation of ideas relied primarily on language.  Just 

about everything we do around ideation involves language, which includes 

words, images and symbols.  It is one of the most powerful tools we have.  

On a simplistic level, if the name of your organization has a keyword 

in it, such as “Lion’s Business Solutions”, all you have to do is search phrases 

associated with lions to find a theme: “The Lion’s Share”, “A Roaring 

Success” --- you get the drift.   You can even look for language within 

language, embedded words which lead to ideas. 

Let’s say you own an art gallery.  A search for words and phrases in 

which the word ‘art’ is embedded will produce a ready-made Idea String.  

Using the application on this site, www.scrabblefinder.com/contains/art/, you 

will find hundreds of words with ‘art’ imbedded in it.  So if you want to set 

yourself apART, then stART there.  It’s the smART thing to do. 
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Case Study #2 

Heavenly Beauty 

 

A Singapore packaging company producing a hand-soap called 

“Heavenly Beauty” needed ideas regarding their packaging.  There were two 

soap products; one made of goat milk for skin whitening and moisturizing, and 

the other made with papaya known for its exfoliating properties.  The existing 

packaging looked this way: 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 

 

To generate ideas, I focused first on the Inherent Value, Function-

Result.  First impressions are always valuable. 
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Instead of sliced papaya plants, which resemble vaginas, the plants 

should be featured whole.  An image of a stylized, single drop of milk or 

papaya juice would illustrate the main ingredient; this could be an element that 

might be embossed to create a 3-dimensional effect adding depth to the 

packaging.  The use of clouds and light rays would establish a subdued, 

“heavenly” context.  Images of angels would be perceived in a specific 

religious context and not universal, therefore, not suitable. 

Lastly, softer fonts should be employed such as Italic (the text style) 

and more emphasis should be placed on “Heavenly Beauty” rather than 

“Goatmilk”. 

The company applied the curves to the actual product, but did not 

follow through with the outer packaging, with the exception of introducing a 

curved rainbow and a little more texture in the blue sky.  They elected to keep 

the brown goats. 

 

  
Fig. 7 

 

Summary.  A physical product is defined by its function and the result 

it produces.  Beyond that, the appeal of that product depends on how it is 

presented.  The Idea String in this case draws upon the product’s attributes and 

how they affect the user.  The most critical aspect of creating interest in any 

physical product is to understand how it appeals to the user from the user’s 

POV.  A soap that comes across like a candy bar makes for a weak and 

confusing brand. 
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Step 3.  The Actionable Idea.  In this case, there were several 

Actionable Ideas.  Let’s start with the overall brand. 

I began by researching images of phones: old-fashioned, modern, 

stylized, graphic and photographic.  The issue for me was that the image of the 

phone on its own did not really invoke the context of the answering message.  

So, I left the exercise for awhile and let my brain work on connecting the dots.  

Then, the Actionable Idea emerged. 

One night, I was watching an old movie and, in one scene, the butler 

answers the phone.  Need I say more?  I connected “phone” and “butler” and 

began to draw images of a butler answering the phone until I arrived at this 

high-contrast, stylized logo. 

 

 
Fig. 8 

The tuxedo added a touch of class and, additionally, it could all be 

produced in black and white, the most inexpensive printing option.  This funky 

interpretation of a classical image in a stylized form would be easily applied to 

every aspect of the product, both the book and the cassette tapes. 

Next, I considered the title of the book.  The initial list was colourful, 

but none of the titles seemed to jump out.  I wanted to be clear that the book 

was about “telephone answering messages”, but it seemed somewhat pedantic 

to call it, “Telephone Answering Messages” or “Creative Answering 

Messages”.  Frustrated, I began to research titles of how-to books and I noticed 

that the ones catching my eye and my brain had a number in them. 
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Then I researched other book titles featuring a number in them, such as 

Stephen Covey’s “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” and Ken 

Blanchard’s and Spencer Johnson’s “One Minute Manager”.  I was intrigued 

with Covey’s use of the numeral form of ‘7’ rather than the word form of it, 

“seven”.  I note that he did the same thing with “The 3rd Alternative”.  (You 

may begin to notice in this case study the DNA for the title of this book, “A 

Brilliant Idea Every 60 Seconds”.) 

From there, I considered the fact that the book would contain dozens of 

messages, so, I played around with the actual number.  Almost immediately, I 

put the title “100 Answering Messages” on the list.  Then I researched 

expressions and turns of phrase including “100”.  What emerged were a few 

colloquialisms using “101” rather than just “100”.  That was the trigger for 

“101 Telephone Answering Messages”.  The book’s concept was complete. 

 

 
Fig. 9 
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Fig. 10 

 
Fig. 11 
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Fig. 12 

 

Step 3.  The Actionable Idea.  Two things became evident in the flow 

of discussion within the room.  People dream and time is an issue.  Time 

erodes dreams.  The more we remain inactive, the more our dreams fade 

evanescently into the sunset like a shimmering bubble.  Lastly, the burden of 

taking responsibility and taking action can be mitigated if we know there is a 

support structure; cheerleaders and coaches play an integral role in our self 

improvement. 

Being a fan of triptychs (3-panel pictures, often forming one cohesive 

image), I suggested we formulate a 3-statement slogan, a GPS of the brand, 

which would either be consolidated into one statement or left as is.  The 

foundations of the triptych would include three contexts: dreams, time and 

support or action. 

We went through various configurations until we arrived at the slogan 

now in use. 
 

 It’s your dream.  It’s time.  Get started.  

 It’s your dream.  It’s your time.  So, get started.  

 It’s your dream.  It’s your time.  Let’s get started.  
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